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Igshaan Adams, Langa, 2021, Wood, painted wood, plastic, glass, stone and bone beads; seashells, polyester and nylon rope, cotton fabric, chain, wire and cotton twine. 240 x 312 cm. Photo
Mario Todeschini. Courtesy the Artist; blank projects, Cape Town. © Igshaan Adams
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Letter from the editor
Dear Reader,
you are about to read an ArteMorbida issue very rich in content and images. The focus of this issue is on carpets,
featuring an interview with an Italian artist, Loredana Longo, and an interview with an artist born in Transylvania and living in Vienna, Noemi Kiss. One of the world's leading carpet experts, Prof. Alberto Boralevi,
collaborated for this issue with an article on the Stile Fiorentino. No less interesting are all the other interviews
and articles we have published, starting with that of the historian Marco Peri on the contemporary museum,
continuing with the interviews by Maria Rosaria Roseo, Barbara Pavan and Elena Redaelli, who you are already
familiar with because of the passionate work they do for ArteMorbida magazine, both periodical and on-line.
The added value is undoubtedly the work of our translators Chiara Cordoni, Marina Dlacic and Elena Redaelli,
and for this we must give them credit.
Dear readers, you have no idea how great a satisfaction it is to see this project of ours grow, a project started out
almost as a game and that has quickly become something tangible and significant. A different team would not
have been possible. What a great team we are!
											Have a good read!
											Emanuela D'Amico
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Interview

Barbara Pavan

IDENTITY AND COMMUNITY
ART TEXTURES BY IGSHAAN ADAMS

Igshaan Adams, Kicking Dust, 2021. Wooden, plastic, stone, shell and glass beads, charms, nylon and polyester rope, dye, wire and cotton twine. Variable
dimensions. Photo Mark Blower. Joyner/Giuffrida Collection. Courtesy of the Artist; Blank projects, Cape Town; Hayward Gallery, London. © Igshaan Adams

Igshaan Adams, with two solo exhibitions already scheduled for 2022 at the Art Institute of Chicago and the
Kunsthalle in Zurich, in the wake of those held in 2021 at Casey Kaplan in New York and the Hayward Gallery in London,
confirms his status as one of the most interesting artists in international contemporary fiber art. Born in Cape Town
in 1982, in a South Africa still divided by Apartheid, Adams in his textile works deals with hybrid and complex identity issues such as race, religion and sexuality. Memory and community are key elements of his artistic practice,
which preserves traces and testimonies, delivering to us tapestries/sculptures in which the artisan-like dimension,
the aesthetic quality and the conceptual and spiritual value are synthesis, weft and warp.
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ART TEXTURES BY IGSHAAN ADAMS

For your works you use materials of all kinds, the only
common denominator that I can trace is that more or less
they all have a history of their own. So my question is:
the materials you choose for your works are more than
this? Or do they have an intrinsic conceptual meaning already individually that is then stratified into the artwork
by interacting with the other materials?

qualities are heightened and used to their strengths.
For example my use of the sparkling glass beads for the
reflective qualities which respond to light in a way that can
counter the heavier materials, or using matt material that absorbs
light to create visual weight. I approach the use of materials
in a similar way to that of a painter who marries paint and
brushwork on a canvas to create something greater.

I believe simply that all material, no matter how mundane
and unremarkable on its own, has an intrinsic potential to
be transformed through artistic intervention, into more than
what it was intended to be.
I relate this idea to my own personhood. I think materials
come with their own intrinsic meaning that is layered over
my memories and associations with the same materials and
the role they played in my early environment.
The materials I use are not expensive, they are easily overlooked and disregarded in their individual form and function.
With my weaving I hope to elevate their value and observe
how through the making process these materials become
extraordinary. I find it interesting how materials come together and respond to one another.
Through the alchemy of these components, their individual

Some of these materials are collected long before being
used in an artwork. So, how do you proceed in creating a
work? Where do you start from? What are your sources of
inspiration?
Artworks come into existence through multiple processes:
some works require a slow approach that happens over years
and the work typically goes through many different experiments. This process allows for the materials to change over
time and through this process acquire a history that becomes
visible. Other works happen immediately and are dependent
on the speedy process to embody their own agency.
Another way of thinking about it is that I have both an agenda
to push forward as well as having the openness and interest
in making a discovery.

Igshaan Adams, Al - Muhyee (The giver of life), 2020, Wooden, plastic, stone, bone and glass beads, cotton fabric, wire and cotton twine, 246 x 270 cm.
Scheryn Collection, Cape Town. Courtesy of the Artist; blank projects, Cape Town. © Igshaan Adams
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Igshaan Adams, Gesteelde Vuur Vanaf Die Alter (Stolen Fire from the Alter), 2021, Nylon and polyester rope, white chain, silver chain, wire and cotton
twine, 272 x 188 cm. Collection Instituto Inhotim, Minas Gerais, Brazil Courtesy of Artist; Casey Kaplan, New York. © Igshaan Adams
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ART TEXTURES BY IGSHAAN ADAMS

Igshaan Adams, Getuie, 2020, Installation view. Courtesy of the Artist; Casey Kaplan, New York. © Igshaan Adams

I am inspired often through the making process itself,
meaning I have one idea which leads to the next and over
time a continuum of inquiring around a central idea is
then established. If one were to think of a Venn diagram,
my approach could be seen as similar as I have many
different ideas and thoughts which inevitably overlap at
some point.
Ultimately my work is a documentation of my own lived
experience as well as that of my family and the community
that I come from. These different and often conflicting
strands of inquiry come in and out of focus at different
times along this continuum.
The reality is that my process includes that of constant
looking and ideas being inspired and built upon one
another continually.
Of course one can be inspired by our immediate circumstances, such as the pandemic bringing to the fore
the focus on the domestic environment. There are many
other ideas and thoughts which I need to discover and


process and which are still mysteries to me.
The art of weaving is ancient and transversal, one way or
another it crosses all cultures and allgenerations. What
very often develops around textile practices is a collaboration and an exchange of information, a narration that
is at the basis of the transmission and sharing of culture
within a community. Does this have anything to do with
your choice of textile medium and techniques for your
work as an artist?
It definitely does yes!
I consider myself a crafter or a maker, and come from a family
of crafters. I have kept that craft foundation throughout my
practice in the same way that I have kept the community or
place that I come from as part of that same foundation.
At the heart of my practice there is a collective effort to
arrive at a certain point, especially considering the amount
of labour required for my work.
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Igshaan Adams, stukkinne stories, 2020, Installation view. Courtesy of the Artist; Blank projects, Cape Town. © Igshaan Adams

Igshaan Adams, N Platform van Stilte (A Platform of Stillness) Detail, 2021, Wooden, plastic and
stone beads, shells, polyester and nylon rope, chain, wire, fabric and cotton twine, 257 x 201 cm.
Private Collection. Courtesy of Artist; Casey Kaplan, New York. © Igshaan Adams
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ART TEXTURES BY IGSHAAN ADAMS

Igshaan Adams, Langa, 2021, Wood, painted wood, plastic, glass, stone and bone beads; seashells, polyester and nylon rope, cotton fabric, chain, wire
and cotton twine. 240 x 312 cm. Photo Mario Todeschini. Courtesy of the Artist; Blank projects, Cape Town. © Igshaan Adams

It was through a community based project that I found my
way into weaving, when I was teaching at Philani Child Health
And Nutrition Centre in Cape Town.
This effort was about developing people through the act of
making. This idea of a collective effort could be carried across
into the mediums I work with too, such as the beads I use,
thinking about how an individual bead carries itself versus a
collective grouping of beads in a finished tapestry.
Personal and collective identity is one of the themes you
address in your artistic practice. In your opinion what
does the word ‘identity’ mean in contemporary society
and how does it enter into your artistic research?
The question of identity is a philosophical one for me: the
most nagging question I had was “how would I have been
different if I was somehow born into a different environment,
at a different time, or into a different body.
Would I still hold the same views, or would I process information differently?”


I think it was vitally important for me to put myself and my
inherited identity through a process of rigorous internal
interrogation, to arrive at a point where I can simply just be.
One part of contemporary art turns to technologies, robotics,
to the ephemeral, whereas many young artists like yourself
direct their research towards ancestral techniques, made of
slow gestures and long periods of time.
What were for you the reasons behind this choice? And
what difficulties did you face, especially at the beginning
of your artistic path?
To begin with, when I started dealing with identity and craft,
it was not encouraged in the art community that I found
myself in at the time - and was considered ‘low’ art.
There was an insecurity about making pretty’ art and objects
that were decorative and void of substance. I see aesthetic
qualities in my work as a way of disarming the viewer before
raising uncomfortable issues around identity and the legacy
of historical injustice that we still have to process.
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Igshaan Adams, Vanguard, 2021, Wood, painted wood, plastic, glass, stone and metal beads; seashells, polyester and nylon rope, ball chain, wire and
cotton twine. 243 x 286 cm. Photo Mario Todeschini. Courtesy of the Artist; Blank projects, Cape Town. © Igshaan Adams

It gives me a great sense of comfort, in this age of breakneck
technological advancements, that through a long process,
with effort and commitment, something of value can be
achieved. One should also consider that weaving was one
of the first ‘technologies’ that improved our lives; clothing,
carpets etc. In my practice we have recently been making use
of Google Earth images which I use to focus on communal,
informal pathways created in open spaces, or desire lines as
they are called, and have used drone footage from riel dancers
and the imprint they leave in the dusty ground on which the
dance is performed. I also consider how images are made up
with pixels, and how my tapestries are constructed of
hundreds of tiny elements much like pixels.
Is there any solution of continuity between art and life
for you?
It would be difficult to separate the two. Making in general,
and the process of making has always had a meditative impact on my internal world.
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Organising my thoughts feelings and experiences while I organise the materials within the weaving. The continuity comes from that internally expanding feeling, that one carries
throughout your life, which I see as a direct consequence of
the processing I do personally and
within my artistic practice.
Today is there a work that is not yet in the pipeline but is
already the germ of a thought?
Always. There are always ideas. I continuously have the feeling of needing to realise all of my ideas before I forget them,
or like a famous musician once said “before God gives the
idea to someone else” i.e. before they lose their sense
of urgency. Typically my studio schedule is planned 2 years
ahead of time, at the same time it’s important to keep some
openness for something new and spontaneous to happen.
There is no separation between my lived experiences and my
artistic output and I feel that every experience is a potential
creative seed.
ART TEXTURES BY IGSHAAN ADAMS

Interview

Maria Rosaria Roseo

BEYOND DEFINITIONS: THE WORKS OF JULIA COUZENS

Stitch 'n Bitch, 2021, installation view, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens

http://www.juliacouzens.com/
Julia Couzens was born and grew up in Auburn, California, she received her MFA in 1990 from UC Davis,
and currently lives and works between Merritt Island, on the Sacramento River, and Los Angeles.
After starting out as a painter, she dedicated herself to drawing for several years, until she turned
towards sculpture and working with fibers, creating works that are born from the union of drawing,
painting, sculpture and craftsmanship, abstract compositions, suspended, twisted and interwoven forms
that convey tension, constriction and strong energy, works that are born from the synergy between the
artist’s senses and the material in a process of transformative interaction.
Couzen’s works give voice to materials, give worth to their characteristics and potential, rejecting any
value judgement because, as she herself states: “The artist’s role is to find the voice of any given material and make that voice speak”.
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“Insy-Outsy”, 2013, mixed threads, wire, rope, yarn, mixed textiles, 33 x 31 x 21 in, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
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BEYOND DEFINITIONS: THE WORKS OF JULIA COUZENS

You began your artistic career as a painter. How and why
did you approach sculpture using the textile medium as the
main element of your artistic practice?
The nature and form of my work has continually evolved.
I consider color, shape, composition, and gesture to such an
extent that I suppose you could say that painting is the basis for
all the above.
But my process is plastic, grubby and fluid.
I seem to work against formal definitions. I know I don’t need
to name something as “painting” or “sculpture”.
For me it’s more interesting to take the face off those definitions
to explore and tease apart particular qualities or substances that
rise to the surface and become urgent while working.
Thread is arguably a dimensional line and wire grids a sort of
rigid, open-weave canvas. It’s critical that I work within a context
of possibilities and questions, of not knowing all that the work
is about or even what it is.

Not only artist, but also author of essays for art catalogs.
How has this experience affected your way of looking at art?
Because I am first and foremost an artist, writing about the
work of other artists adds another layer to how I consider my
own work.
On some level I must have empathy, a visceral connection with
the work I write about, for me to write myself into an understanding of it. Language is secondary to the visual.
First the work, then the words. But the running ticker tape of
language braids my thoughts together, creating an apparatus
and way for me to grapple with the work’s significance as well
as my own work.
How can the works you presented in the exhibition Assembled
be read? What is it that prevails, the aesthetic intention or
the expressive impulse and the authenticity of a natural and
instinctive narration?

“LSB16-16”, 2016, mixed textiles, thread, clothing label, 5 x 5.5 x 3 in, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
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Assembled exhibited a body of work I call “Little Stubby Bundles,”
which was created in a particular time and place.
These small sculptures or thick little paintings are composed of
bound and layered textile fragments and scraps.
They are residue of my improvised search for signs of sensory
life, of little journeys that I take with each individual piece.
The grid was my organizational substrate, but acute watching
for the relationships between how I manipulate the material
and the sensate feelings these relationships trigger is how I recognize that life.
I guess, too, I am shining a light on very small work, which can
have a particular focused intensity, becoming little universes
all their own.
In this era of global bombast, working small is kind of radical,
not that I am deliberately seeking that.
In your works, in your installations, what is the relationship
between the object and the space it inhabits?

Installations in which work is attached to its surrounding space
can alter and expand the meaning of that space.
Installations are also frequently ephemeral, meant to be experienced outside the singular frame of object, and go beyond something that is concrete.
I’m not an installation artist per se, but I have installed
wall-spanning exhibitions of drawings and sculpture.
Last Words, a gallery-wide textile installation, wrapped the
walls with stitched blankets, tulle, and suspensions of wire and
papier mache text in a continuous loop that could be engaged at
any point. The idea of entering an immersive artwork, of being
surrounded and embraced by it like a metaphorical blanket was
partly the point of the installation.
Ironically, the viewer encountered the project’s ephemeral
words in a gallery housed within a university library where
presumably some last words are permanently stored.
Textile Tag. A series of provocative, critical, almost irreverent

“LSB18-01”, 2018, 6 x 5 x 2.5 in, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
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BEYOND DEFINITIONS: THE WORKS OF JULIA COUZENS

“LAST WORDS, I Don't Smell Good”, 2017, textile, table lamp, wooden shelf, pipe cleaners, 156 x 240 in - 196 x 609.5 cm, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens

collages that alter and modify the original advertising messages, transforming them, through needle and thread, into
something else. Into what? And why?
The Textile Tags were initially created in a moment of pique
when I noticed the blatant gender bias of gallery advertisements almost exclusively promoting male artists.
This bias was evident even in 2018 when I made my first tag!
Instead of scribbling over with spray paint in the street manner
of graffiti taggers, I used the so-called traditionally feminine tools
of needle, thread, and stitchery crafts to cross-out or cancel the
male names. The project began in annoyed defiance.
Over time, however, the project has grown in scope and tone,
with each collage made in response to the specific ad.
Sometimes the image on a magazine cover or ad is “cancelled”
and sometimes I collaborate with it.
My studio practice deploys different speeds depending on my
time, energy, and frame of mind.


Working in response to a pre-existing image, without having to
reinvent the wheel, is liberating.
It’s a way to keep my pilot light on and moving forward when,
for whatever reason, I’m not able to attend to more rigorous
studio work.
Your sculptures, almost without form, seem to want the materials to speak, poor, 'anti-artistic' materials (waste fabrics,
pipe cleaners, etc.). Can they be interpreted as an awareness
of the expressive possibilities inherent in matter?
This is a great question, and my answer may circle back to your
first. To the extent my work exists on a formal spectrum toggling back and forth between painting and sculpture, I deploy
materials with the same disinterest in naming or categorizing.
I aim to see things for what they are, without pre-existing cultural judgements of value.
Consumer culture puts the quest for more and newer things over
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“FADING FAST, BUT SLOWLY”, 2011, plastic fruit baskets, monofilament, 192 x 240 in, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography
Copyright Julia Couzens

‘LA LITTLE THINGS’, 2002, twisties, chenille stems, lace, thread, found objects, 7 x 10 ft, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography
Copyright Julia Couzens
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BEYOND DEFINITIONS: THE WORKS OF JULIA COUZENS

«Try Me», 2018, mixed thread, wire, wool, mixed textiles
36 x 32 x 16 inch. Diana Jahns Photo, copyright Julia
Couzens

«Textile Tag #52», 2019, magazine AD, mixed textiles, thread, 11 x 9 in - 28 x 23
cm, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens

«What the Bee Sees», 2020, mixed textiles, yarn,
thread, wood, 21 x 16 in ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
«Textile Tag #62», 2020, magazine AD, mixed textiles, thread, 11 x 9 in - 28
x 23 cm, ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
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deeper experiential and spiritual connections.
Either everything has value, or nothing does. Why should
a line constructed from ink have more value than line constructed from thread? Or colors made by mixing paint be more
precious than those made by layering tulle? The artist’s role is to
find the voice of any given material and make that voice speak.
Costly pigment can cover yards of canvas yet remain mute and
inert. Twists of woven pipe cleaners can dance across a wall
and sing!
What are you working on right now? Are there any themes,

objectives that you feel the need to develop or deepen in the
continuation of your artistic career?
As a result of the Textile Tags, I remain intrigued with collage.
But instead of working with a pre-existing image, I’m interested
in creating photo-based prints and layering up from there.
Otherwise, I continue to make speculative assemblages, ruminating on the expressive character of materiality, feminist
critique, cognitive uncertainty, and seek enchantment in this
difficult world.

«Flip the Spin», 2020, mixed textiles, yarn, thread, 72 x 100 x 3.5 in ph. cr. Diana Jahns Photography, copyright Julia Couzens
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BEYOND DEFINITIONS: THE WORKS OF JULIA COUZENS

Interview

Barbara Pavan

JANET ECHELMAN'S FIBER-MONUMENTS

JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA, 2021. Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. The fibers are woven with nylon and UHMWPE (ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene), Net dimensions: 117 'long x 102' wide x 20 'deep, Photograph: Andrew Williamson, Umbereen Inayet, Guy Pavelo. Ph
courtesy Studio Echelman
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Monumental, sometimes permanent works, capable of changing the perception of urban spaces: Janet Echelman's
art defies categorization, challenging and pushing the limits of fiber art. Thanks to her experimentation with innovative materials
and techniques - from the use of atomized water particles to engineering fibers that are many times stronger than steel - her
installations reach macro dimensions and resist exposure to atmospheric agents and natural elements, with which they interact,
generating unexpected effects and suggestions.
Echelman combines archaic craft techniques with cutting-edge computer design software to create works of art that have become focal points for many cities on five continents, from Singapore, Sydney, Shanghai and Santiago, to Beijing, Boston, New York
and London - to name but a few - not to mention permanent works in Porto (Portugal), Gwanggyo (South Korea), Vancouver, San
Francisco, West Hollywood, Phoenix, Eugene, Greensboro, Philadelphia, Seattle and St. Petersburg (FL) that change according to the
varying degree of light throughout the day. A Harvard graduate, recipient of international prizes and awards, published in journals, books and specialist texts, Janet Echelman is driven by an unquenchable curiosity and the belief that imagination must
always be taken seriously.

https://www.echelman.com/

BORÅS, SWEDEN, 2021. Fiber, buildings and sky combined with colored lighting. The fibers are woven with nylon and UHMWPE (ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene). Net size: 100 feet long x 45 feet wide x 20 feet deep. Director of photography: Hendrik Zeitler. Ph courtesy Studio Echelman
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JANET ECHELMAN's FIBER-MONUMENTS

Janet, when and how did you begin to imagine monumental
works made with textile techniques? And what was the process that led from the idea to the first work actually installed?
I was a young painter when I traveled on a Fulbright Scholarship
to India. Promising to give painting exhibitions around the
country on behalf of the US Embassy, I shipped my special
paints and equipment to create the new paintings. The deadline
for the shows arrived - but my paints did not. I was in a terrible
bind, with no materials to make my art. I was staying in a South
Indian fishing village, and each afternoon I walked the long beach,
watching the fishermen bundling their nets into mounds on the
sand. I'd seen it every day, but this time I saw it differently - a
new approach to sculpture, a way to make volumetric form
without heavy solid materials.
My first satisfying sculptures were hand-crafted in collaboration
with those fishermen, including a self-portrait which I titled
“Wide Hips.” We hoisted them onto poles to photograph.
I discovered their soft surfaces revealed every ripple of wind in
constantly changing patterns and was mesmerized.
Your works interact with urban spaces and with human
beings, with natural elements - wind and light: everything is
interconnected, in art as well as in the universe. Is this one of

the messages your installations convey?
Yes - my work reminds us of our interconnectedness on every
scale. When I look at my sculptures, I see a physical proof of
humanity’s ability to work together with nature in shaping our
physical world. An action in one part of the world can cause
ripple effects all over the planet. When any one element in the
sculpture’s network moves, every other element is affected.
It is the sculpture’s ability to change and move with the forces of
wind that make it able to withstand typhoons. Resiliency is the
source of its strength.
How do such complex works take shape, a synthesis of ancient techniques and cutting-edge materials, architecture,
design, structural engineering and computer science? How
many skills and how many talents participate in the creation
of an installation? Are different techniques and materials
used according to the specific installation?
I look all around me for inspiration - at the forms of our planet
in macro and micro scale, to the patterns of life within it, to the
measurement of time, weather patterns, or the paths created by
fluid dynamics. I am always in search of inspiration from life. I
guess this is my way of making sense of the world, and finding

MUNICH, GERMANY. Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. The fibers are woven with nylon and UHMWPE (ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene). Net dimensions: 79 'long x 68' wide x 18 'deep. Installation dimensions: 113 'long x 68' wide x 52 'high. Photos: Alexandra Gollin,
Antonia Eisert, Jan Saurer, Alkan Yilmaz, Roser Brothers. Ph courtesy Studio Echelman
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HELSINKI, FINLAND, Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. The fibers are woven with nylon and UHMWPE (ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene). Net size: 100 feet long x 45 feet wide x 20 feet deep. Director of photography: Ahti Kannisto, Ella Tommila, Maija Toivanen, Tim
Bird. Ph courtesy Studio Echelman

my tiny little moment within the larger unfolding story of humanity on our planet.
I always turn to the unique site as a guiding force for each artwork. When I make the first site visit, I get a feel for its space
and explore its history and texture to understand what it means
to its people. I work with my colleagues to brainstorm, sketch,
and explore all ideas, without censoring our ideas in the
early stages. As the sculpture designs begin to unfold, our studio
architects, designers and model-makers collaborate with an
external team of aeronautical and structural engineers, computer scientists, lighting designers, landscape architects, and city
planners to bring my initial sketches into reality.
We fabricate our artworks through a combination of hand
splicing and knotting together with industrial looms, and
then install on location. It is a gradual, collaborative, and iterative process from every angle, and takes more than a year to go
from idea to the final artwork.
You said you want your works not to be looked at but to be
experienced. Can you tell me about the public's relationship
with your installations?
It is a scientifically proven fact that our visual physical context
can affect how we feel. It influences how we experience our lives.
The way our cities look and function results from the way
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people choose to build them, and I believe that collectively we
have the power to build them differently.
My artwork brings an experience of softness to the scale of the
city. It is a counterpoint to the hard edges of buildings.
It offers proof that we can interrogate the status quo - that the
assumption that cities must be formed from hard materials and
straight edges can be changed.
Everyone experiences public artwork differently.
My hope is that each person becomes aware of their own sensory experience through engaging with my work. That contemplative moment – that moment of pause – can lead each
person to create their own meaning or narrative, so I leave it
open-ended.
I have been moved by the public’s responses to my installations, and the way these sculpture have become part of life.
When I installed a temporary exhibition in Boston in 2015,
a waiter at a restaurant beside the sculpture told me that
every night after he finished work he lies down in the grass and
watches the colored light of the sculpture change.
A woman who worked further downtown but couldn’t see the
sculpture from work made it a point to walk during her lunch
hour every day to visit it.
A woman who lived near the sculpture told me that the area
now feels safer for her. These stories are incredibly meaningful
and attest to the importance of public artwork in our lives.
JANET ECHELMAN's FIBER-MONUMENTS

HELSINKI, FINLAND, Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. The fibers are woven with nylon and UHMWPE (ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene). Net size: 100 feet long x 45 feet wide x 20 feet deep. Director of photography: Ahti Kannisto, Ella Tommila, Maija Toivanen, Tim Bird.
Ph courtesy Studio Echelman

Among the many works, which was the one that posed the
greatest challenge?
Technical constraints have pushed my creativity - in many of
my works and particularly with Dream Catcher in West
Hollywood, California. In designing permanent work in sites
with unique challenges (climates with extreme weather conditions like typhoon winds, snow, and ice storms, or complicated
site layouts with multiple buildings like in West Hollywood), I
try to approach challenges as a feature rather than a bug.
For West Hollywood, the challenge of creating four horizontal
structural layers suspended in both tensioned and draped forms
was a new and exciting exploration. This combination proved
challenging for our software to accurately simulate, but through much collaboration among our talented team, we were able
to create forms new to the practice. To achieve this, both technology and collaboration were necessary. My studio has
built a custom software tool that allows us to perform 3D modeling of our monumental designs while understanding the


constraints of our craft, and shows digital responses to the forces
of gravity and wind. Collaboration has always been central to
my work. I work with a tight-knit group of architects and artists
inside my studio, plus an external team of computer scientists,
aeronautical and structural engineers, with independent architecture, landscape, and lighting designers, as well as fabricators
and artisans. I describe public art as a “team sport.”
Being able to work with so many talented individuals expands the
language with which I can speak as an artist.
I am always learning from my colleagues, and what we create
together is definitely greater than what I could create myself.
Large installations like yours necessarily vibrate in unison
with the site that hosts them. Each naturally collects the
energies of the place and returns them filtered and intertwined
with those of the artist and the team that created it.
Is there one in particular with which you feel deeply in tune?
Or is each one like the children all differently and equally
loved? What relationship do you have with your works?
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They are all unique to their site and so different from each other
that I cannot pick a favorite.
When I begin a commission, I always turn to the unique
site as a guiding force for each artwork.
When I make the first site visit, I get a feel for its space, talk to
the people who use it, and spend time uncovering its history
and texture to understand what it means to its people.
The design for each work is a collaborative and iterative process
that can take more than a year - it’s hard to compare them to
each other!
What project are you working on? And is there any that you

would like to be able to carry out in future?
This coming year I’ll open temporary exhibitions in Jeddah and
Amsterdam. For permanent commissions in the US, I’m working on new permanent commissions in Florida, Texas, Ohio,
Oklahoma, and California. I’m also engaged in an experimental collaboration with a dance choreographer where my sculptures will interact with dancers. Overall, my focus right now is
to share my art with cities around the world, to bring people
together through a communal art experience.
This moment in our world has so many challenges and I believe
art can help bridge the gap.

VIENNA, AUSTRIA. Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. Fibers are braided with nylon and UHMWPE (Ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene). Dimensions of net: 100 ft. length x 45 ft. width x 20 ft. Depth. Photography: MuseumsQuartier Wien, Lorenz Seidler, Solomon Ellia, Thomas
Weber, Ivan Roncevic
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VIENNA, AUSTRIA. Fiber, Buildings and Sky combined with Colored Lighting. Fibers are braided with nylon and UHMWPE (Ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene). Dimensions of net: 100 ft. length x 45 ft. width x 20 ft. Depth. Photography: MuseumsQuartier Wien, Lorenz Seidler, Solomon Ellia, Thomas
Weber, Ivan Roncevic
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Interview
Elena Redaelli

MUSTAFA BOGA: CAPTURING TIME WITH THREAD

Pete in his twenties (detail), FreeHand Machine Embroidery, 2020, London. Dimensions: 40x50cm. Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga
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Mustafa Boga's work cannot be distinguished from his life.
The use of art media becomes a vital and flexible mode of
expression for his communicative urgency. Suspended between two cultures, he lives and works between Turkey (where he
was born and raised) and England (where he studied and has
lived part of his adult life so far). His works, full of cultural,
personal and emotional references, communicate his attentive, extremely porous approach to time and the world's life.
Courageously, the artist brings his private world into the
public sphere. His images narrate life, not just by representing
it but by giving an immediate and personal interpretation
that does not leave one unmoved. Themes and rituals from
his homeland and reworked photographs of family members
offer an insight into the artist's past in southern Turkey. Not
just one medium can capture the artist's lively curiosity:
in addition to video and performance, there are collages
and photography, or works in which language becomes the
subject, and of course, textiles. These fluid techniques enrich
and nurture each other.
Musta Boga's latest project is taking shape during a three-month art residency at the Kunsthall in Viborg, in Denmark,
for which the artist is creating a series of embroidered works.
During an interview, he spoke to us about his creative process
and the content of his works.

Can you give us a brief introduction of your background.
For example, how your upbringing and life has influenced
your art and the subject matter of your work?
My background is really, really complex. I did a lot of studying
and moved around.
I achieved a bachelor's degree from Istanbul University after
studying at the Faculty of Communication and Journalism, but
I was already interested in filmmaking.
In between those trials, I went to England as a nanny to learn English. There I finished my journalism studies remotely.
In 2009 and 2010, I also obtained another master's degree from
Greenwich University in London, after studying for an MA in
Cinematography and Post Production.
During my education, I went to visit museums and exhibitions
and had many artist friends. I was immersed in art and experimenting at home. I would see something in a museum and
think, "Oh, I could do something like that", there was this
instinctive urgency of making. This process wasn't planned,
but I needed to express myself. For four to five years, I tried to
find my direction: "who am I and what I want to do". I was 35 at
that time, and I decided I wanted to study fine arts.
I applied for an MA at Central Saint Martins and got a place on
the fine art department. My artistic career started exactly when
I entered that school in September 2014. I applied with a video
project, and in the following two years, I did many other things
other than video, exploring different possibilities.
Then I realised I always lived like an artist; I am that sort of
person. Being in art school just gave me the confidence to communicate and learn more.
When I was growing up, I learned through observation, and


Mustafa Boga in his London Studio. Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga

I've always had plenty of ideas that I couldn't express with one
medium only. When I was in art school, suddenly everything
was possible. So, when the thoughts came, I understood they
didn't need to take the same shape.
In your work, you often reference Turkey. For example, in one
of your projects, you use texts on wreaths traditionally
implied for celebration in Turkey. These pieces made out of
fresh flowers on a wooden structure are specifically made for
weddings, openings, and ceremonies.
Your artworks are a solid visual representation of culture
and show deep reasoning around the role of objects. How
do you use objects in your work, and what is the meaning of
them?
For me, growing up, flower arrangements were a symbol of
power and wealth. They showed the importance of someone
who can afford something that will be spoiled in a few days.
I often asked myself, "Why would anyone throw their money
away for something that will die?” When I used them, I played
with text, realising it could contradict the flower's composition.
I want to bring forward my own culture; I'm still very much
connected to my background.
Even though I moved to England, I think I will never lose my
identity. I use objects that are connected to my background,
and I combine them with my education.
So, for example, I apply English texts to an object belonging to
Turkish culture. Those are usually exhibited in Turkey, and they
get to people because art today is more global than ever, and
English is understood by most people.
It all goes back to identity and searching: who am I? And
where's my place in life? And what do I record through me?
Everything I make is a way to record time. The objects I make
are important to me and the time we live in. They capture moments and experiences and turn them into a visual language.
Throughout my life journey, I always felt I was a storyteller. The
landscape, object, and text all come together and create a story,
the one I tell and the many possibilities or interpretations that
people apply.
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Flea Market in Adana, Free Hand Machine Embroidery, 2020, London. Dimensions: 83x112cmPh. Credit Mustafa Boga

"The War Heirlooms" series presents the yorgan, a hand-quilted duvet often passed down through generations. You've
embroidered the aggressive shadows of machine guns on soft
support that speaks of safety, belonging, and home. Can you
comment on your decision to bring together these opposite
concepts in one object?
When I was in art school, I worked with digital images, and I
wanted to print them on textiles. I think that's how I started to
use fabric. I liked the idea of transforming images belonging to
everyday culture into art as an heirloom. The yorgan is often
imbued with personal and familiar memories and associations.
Children remember grandmothers' yorgan and pass them
down to their own grandchildren. In Adana, neighbours share
everything, including yorgan, when guests appear in the winter.
So, a request to borrow a yorgan from a neighbour would not
seem strange.
Furthermore, when I started working with the duvets, I was
interested in their traditional use in bridal preparations.
When someone's getting married, the family prepares a few
of them for the new home. These have a specific style and are
decorated with images of birds, flowers or decorative patterns.
The association with those details is usually feminine.
These items are for the bride, not for the groom, because the
house is for the bride and everything has to be traditional.
I personally clash between those identities, masculine and fe-
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minine and how they come together. So, I decided to try out
the use of feminine objects, combined with masculine images
on them. When I was making these duvets, the coup attempt
happened in Turkey in 2015. So, the idea came naturally, thinking of the state of fear and the need to hide; that's the history
of being afraid as well. So, I wanted to bring to the surface the
ideas of threat and protection united into one object.
Why is textile one of your chosen mediums?
I don't know why I ended up leaning towards textiles so much.
When I did the textiles collages back in Portugal, "The Landscape of Perpetual Flags", in Lisbon, it was meant to be just for one
project, like the duvets.
For this series of fabric collages, I had been looking at flags
from different countries and objects from Portuguese folk culture to describe a nation as a whole.
To discover a new place, story or idea implies a change of
expectation and point of view. I try to achieve a series of compositions that challenge the context while combining colours,
patterns, and shapes with images from nature, drawings of
traditional objects from rural and urban areas of Portugal with
things connected to colonial relationships that underpin cultural
history.
People are currently thinking so much about their political
identity and sovereignty. My flags contradict the nationalism
M U S TA FA B O G A : C A P T U R I N G T I M E W I T H T H R E A D

The Pumpkin Store, Free Hand Machine Embroidery, 2020, London. Dimensions: 83x112cm. Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga

associated with flags by incorporating images that celebrate the
multiculturalism brought by immigration.
All my projects are connected to each other. At the core of my
art pieces, there's my family history, childhood memories, and
personal background. Everything I put into those works is entirely subjective. I use traditional materials and turn them into
experimental ideas without a clear outcome.
The thought process goes outside of my body and into the work.
Even if I keep changing, I believe I've finally found something
constant in my future career. I will make embroidery for as long
as I can. The medium is speaking as loudly as the image.
Your embroideries are made with a sewing machine that you
use to layer threads in complex images, rich in texture and
lines. What is your relationship with the technique of embroidery?
While I was making the duvets' project, I observed the people
helping me with sewing. Then, a friend of mine gave me her
sewing machine. After that, I started to get curious: how am I


going to use it and what will I make with it?
This was just before COVID. I started by making lines, hoping
to develop them into something else. I started with simple forms like the outline of a body, a bird or an animal, and I left it
there. Then, when COVID hit, a friend taught me how to use a
stretcher. Then, I started to fill the gaps between the lines, and I
made four or five works that I never showed to anybody.
During the lockdown, I have started making freehand machine
embroidery and tried to capture a vision for a post-pandemic
future, along with the journey through my creative influences
and history.
The embroidery starts from a digital collage.
At the beginning of this series, I've tried to make a plan, lay out
all the yarn in colour coordination, but in the end, improvisation led me.
The randomness of mistakes makes visual sense when you look
at the work from a few feet away. The process becomes quite
satisfying: after adding hundreds of meters of thread, suddenly,
an image appears.
I particularly enjoyed sewing the sections depicting a sack of
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threads or a pile of textiles.
While the thread is the fabric of the object, it also, in a way,
becomes the object. I also noticed how time is captured when
making these images. The needle with the thread; green, red,
yellow and blue shapes a memory. Two weeks elapse, and these
works remain.
To learn how to build an image with threads, I looked at paintings to understand how to bring volumes and depth to my
subjects. I've learned through making. In the beginning, my
eyes and noses were terrible, everything was flat, but there was
something good in that flatness because the image had hundreds of shades.
Where do the images that become the subject of your work
come from?
The images I use are often photographs from my family archive
or photos that I have taken. Some are Turkish political prisoners' portraits. If I'm making a flower vase, I match it with the
image of a political prisoner, for example, to talk about current

state of history and politics in Turkey.
I represent somebody or something, but at the same time, I'm
interested in making surreal images that speak on their own to
another level.
I'm still experimenting with possibilities, and each time I make
something, the next becomes totally different from what I've
done before.
When I make a portrait of someone, it is not a portrait of a
pretty face. Instead, I search into that person.
I've also worked with my mother's pictures, that's important
because I am part of that history. It represents something that
doesn't belong to a specific time, like flowers. You know, it
can be anytime, anywhere, anybody can make it. They are just
flowers; they are beautiful. But we know that those flowers are
decaying, and they're not going to last forever.
When you speak about your work, you convey a visual connection to the way you build the work's texture. Is there a
layering of meaning through the making of the work?

Aviary Free Hand Machine Embroidery, 2021, Denmark. Dimensions: 100x145cm. Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga
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The Blue Man, Free Hand Machine Embroidery, 2021, Denmark. Dimensions: 76x94cm. Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga
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I've always wanted to have a studio-based practice. So, my way
of working is continuous; I never switch off.
I'm constantly searching for something.
So, I wanted to have something to keep doing when I'm not
working on a specific project or commission when I'm home.
I think I found it: embroidery became my studio practice.
This work is not for an institution, it is not for a gallery, it isn't
for anybody. It is the project I'm making just for myself.

It's a dialogue between me and what I'm making; all the thoughts,
imagination, desires, and hopes go into this thread.
I'm capturing my time with them.
Every stitch counts a little tiny time that goes into those textiles.
You see an image but think that that image is my time.
And my time is my life.
How an artist captures the time that we live in? Sometimes it's
a stitch that comes with hundreds of threads and hundreds of
hours; that's how I can confirm that I lived once.

National duty, Free Hand Machine Embroidery 2020, London.
Ph. Credit Mustafa Boga

Living with Werdnig Hoffman, Free Hand Machine Embroidery, 2020, London. Dimensions: 60x80cm. Ph. Credit
Mustafa Boga
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Art Insider
Marco Peri - Art historian, specialized in educational projects for museums
Translation by Chiara Cordoni

THE CONTEMPORARY MUSEUM
What is the role of a museum? What is its goal for society? Let’s
face the issue. We cannot consider it a mere, albeit significant,
container of memories and evidence of the past, but it can certainly be a laboratory for imagining the future. If stories from
the past are creatively woven into our present these two visions
can complement and enhance each other.
The contemporary museum is a formidable educational space,
it is probably the most promising reality in which to build a
shared culture among the cultural institutions of our time.
Museums are a complex ensemble of many things, memories,
signs, people; museums are places of cultural exchanges,
between present and past, between cultures, between reality
and imagination. These exchanges concern what is still unknown to us – they can be exchanges of words, ideas, memories.
By its very nature, the intention of the museum is to look to the
past and to the future, the exhibition rooms are a hypertext of
material objects (the collections), but above all it is an endless

archive of links between ideas, stories and themes arising from
the collections on display, a rich heritage to establish a meaningful
exchange with many themes of our present time.
Within a museum, a variety of contents can be explored,
together with a broad and heterogeneous public, from families
to schools and so on, interacting with the whole society.
A place where it is possible to dive into complexity, to observe,
explore, understand, a welcoming and inclusive space in which
to meet and interweave the past with the present.
This social, relational and participatory dimension persuades
me that it could be the ideal place to inhabit culture, to encourage dialogue and confrontation between individuals, to build
and form a sensitive community that takes care of the future.
Hence, the contemporary museum as a space full of possibilities, where new models of social living can be imagined and
experienced to better understand our time. It is no longer only
a place for conservation but mostly a transformative place that

National Picture Gallery, Cagliari MARCO PERI
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Exchanges. Ph. Punta della Dogana, Marco Peri

consciously plays an educational role for society.
To bring about this change, it is essential to question objectives
and actions by challenging certain paradigms: who is the artist?
What does the curator do? What is mediation? Who are the
audiences?
The cultural institution's agenda can be critically redefined by
the participation of these agents' voices and by reshaping these
roles in tune with the current time.
The educational turn
Today more than ever, museums and cultural institutions must
focus on new questions, issues, reflections, without claiming to
provide solutions but with the will to move thoughts, actions
and reactions in the public.
Once for all it is necessary for the museum to become involved
in the complexity of social reality around us, rather than be a
place of mere preservation and study, an educational research
agency that cares for its communities and faces the challenges
of change. An empathic museum trying to measure the impact
of its cultural activities in terms of benefits for the people it
targets. To do so, we must try to go beyond our boundaries, to
contaminate ourselves with new ideas and skills from different
sectors, and consider the museum as a network, together with
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schools, university research and other educational agencies, to
generate and spread the love for knowledge.
A place of relations and exchanges, intended as the ability to
welcome and give back, give and take, a laboratory of culture,
a platform for the creation and dissemination of knowledge.
In a time of complex changes, museums can keep playing
a relevant role for society only if people are held at the center
of the action. After all, what would a museum be without its
visitors?
However, we must consider not only the public who physically
enter the rooms, or the viewers who observe the museum online,
but also all the professionals involved in the necessary work of
study, cataloguing, exhibiting, and of course, the indispensable
contribution of artists.
We must not forget that a museum is made by people and intended for people.
Collections make sense only when people are put at the center
through the work of curators, educators, mediators and guides.
The contemporary museum should put educational research at
the top of its agenda as an active commitment, to design meaningful experiences for its audiences, to offer active learning
opportunities for cultural growth, and to imagine new opportunities to improve social well-being.
In educating, the museum has the responsibility to design activities
THE CONTEMPORARY MUSEUM

that enhance the exchange between the public and the works
that the museum preserves.
Professionals involved are in charge of generating experiences
capable of animating the exhibition halls, to encourage new
people to explore the collections, to strive for community
involvement, and to intensify the relationship with their own
territory.
Their role should be of preparing the new generations to
approach culture, nurturing their curiosity to learn and know,

co-produce content with all types of audiences, to enhance
participation. It is also necessary to focus on how the museum
can expand its public and approach those groups of people who
do not usually participate.
Being a cultural institution in the 21st century implies a constant commitment to these goals, so what we should aspire to
for the future is a dynamic museum, always ready to embrace
change, ready to evolve, producing experiences, mixing languages, telling new stories, and not only preserving objects.

Prada Foundation, Milan

Municipal Art Gallery Cagliari
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Maria Rosaria Roseo

CONTEMPORARY TEXTURES: MICHAEL RADYK

Exhibition view-detail, Exhibition Photo Credit-Matt Seaver Photography, courtesy of the artist

http://www.michaelradyk.com/
Michael Radyk, a textile artist originally from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, trained at the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD). He has been a professor of textiles at several prestigious universities including RISD and
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania and founder of the magazine American Craft Inquiry.
Michael Radyk's research focuses on weaving, exploring and studying traditional techniques of producing
materials such as corduroy and moleskin, using the loom to create warp and weft structures that he then
modifies, cuts, sculpts and manipulates.
Radyk's sculptural weavings are daring and unconventional, drawing on tradition but reworking it
with a contemporary language and sensibility that goes beyond the obsolete distinction between artistic and poor materials, thus positioning the work at the crossroads between history and the present,
memory and change.
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How did you approach art, and what path contributed to
your artistic growth? When did your interest in weaving begin?
My early interest in weaving comes from my grandparents.
My father’s parents made furniture, textiles, and porch swings.
My grandmother was a weaver, so I have very early memories
of sitting next to her at the loom weaving rag rugs.
There were lots of handmade textiles throughout the home.
I grew up in a hybrid landscape, both rural and near heavy
industry. Rolling hills of green next to steel mills, coal mines,
quarries, and black shale mounds.
A surreal landscape. Growing up as a gay or queer teenager in
the mid to late 1970’s I really found my safe space in the worlds
of material-based craft, macrame, knotting, recycle culture,
garment making, crafting creatures from combed out and
braided acrylic yarns, fluffy Pekinese dogs to well-made braided
octopuses. As a teenager with fiber “Agency”, I volunteered at a
few local nursing homes teaching acrylic yarn octopus making
and macrame. Everyone loved making those creatures.
Peace, healing, learning, and community with textiles.
Unfortunately, the classes had to be shut down from overproduction. What do you do with 400 acrylic yarn octopuses?
Everyone’s relatives received at least five as gifts for loving,
regifting, disposal or recycling. We flooded the regions nursing
home’s craft stores and charity shops with these crafted beings.
They may still exist somewhere. Hopefully loved.
Maybe now, I would fill an ambulance with the yarn octopuses
and drive them to cemeteries or landfills as a performance and
installation.
So, a quest for conceptual thinking, advanced techniques,
production knowledge, formal weaving training, design, and
undiscovered material engagement is what led me to study art,
teaching, and design. Another early spark to my imagination
was a family trip to the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution
in the United States and New England mill towns.
Seeing those mechanized looms capable of weaving large quantities, and the scale of production was eye-opening.
This was my starting point to studying textile design. Later learning about the environmental and human impact of the textile
industry was also an important point.
Since my teenage years to very recently, I witnessed the slow
demise of the textile industry here, especially where I currently
live in Philadelphia and the Southern states of the USA.
The factories are gone, but the impact is not. On the flip side,
today, in full view, you can see and experience the real impact
and influence textiles, fiber art, quilt making, the handmade
and early craft-based teaching and learning has had on contemporary art in our current art world.
What research lye behind your production? What are the
main influences on your imagination and art practice?
My research is place and technique based with material engagement using mainly recycled and repurposed materials at the
core. I love having a direct observation with historic textiles
and objects, if possible.
My initial research can have many twists and turns depending
on what is available to see in person versus online.
I create yardages of textiles for use in my sculptures.


My research is focused on weft cut textiles, fustian and corduroy
structures and their potential for manipulation and transformation.
The making of woven cloth is at the core of my artistic practice.
In my work, I use both the industrial Jacquard loom and the
traditional handloom in parallel research.
This connective process activates both my textiles and structures
to exploit their potential for sculptural surfaces and forms.
My investigation into weaving and textiles is inspired by the
qualities inherent in their structure, production, design, craft,
and history. My work involves the reinvention of the corduroy
structures and cutting.
Fustian is a fabric made by weaving two or more sets of wefts or
fillings, and these fillings can be cut for a pile fabric.
Fustian can be a heavy cotton fabric, some of which have pile
surfaces, including moleskin, velveteen, and was later renamed “corduroy”, corde du roi (from the French, the cord of the
King), an early example of early rebranding of a textile to alter
its usage and appeal.
For me, the corduroy textile structures represent an example
of the early transition from home or cottage-based workshops
to the consolidation to mills with industrial production and
materials. As the Industrial Revolution expanded its reach,
both hand weaving and hand cut textiles were subverted.
In England, the cutting of fustian had always tended to be a
cottage industry, carried on in homes or small workshops close
to weaving mills and manufacturers of the cloth.
In addition to being a well-known and respected artist, you
were also the founder and editor in chief of American Craft
Inquiry magazine. What impact has this professional experience had on how you look at art?
The mission for the journal was to feature in-depth essays on
contemporary and historical issues with a deep, detailed look
at diversity, equity, and archives. Founded on the principle of
collaboration – with writers, curators, scholars, artists, the designer
Moon Jung Jang, along with the printers and readers.
The opportunity to interview, talk, and focus on some incredible
artists and makers was inspiring, and I really was moved by
their stories. The shoemaker Amara Hark Weber, weaver Lily
Hope, artists Jiseon Lee Isbara, Jennifer Ling Datchuk, Andrea
Haffner, and Mark Burns to name a few.
Your latest project includes works such as Blue June, Long
July, Blue December. Can you tell us more about this series?
In late 2019 I was working on a research project on corduroy at
the textiles archive, the Clothworkers' Center for the Study and
Conservation Clothworkers' Center for Textiles and Fashion at
V & A Museum in London.
I was planning to implement this research at a few long-term
artist residencies in 2020 and further research in the United
Kingdom. As a starting point, I used English artist, designer,
and weaver Alastair Morton of Edinburgh Weavers original
corduroy weave draft from which all handwoven corduroy pile
weave structures are derived. This structure or weave was
further explored by English handweaver Peter Collingwood in his
1968 book "The Techniques of Rug Weaving".
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“Blue June”, installation, 2021, mixed media, handwoven corduroy, hand cut and manipulated
textiles, recycled, and repurposed plastic tape, phosphorescent tape, 72”h x 42” w x 36” d, 183h
x 107w x 90d cm, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist

“Blue June-detail”, installation, 2021, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist
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"Pulse-detail"
ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist

“Pulse”, installation, 2018, mixed media, handwoven corduroy, hand cut and manipulated textiles, recycled, and repurposed plastic tape, fique, hand embroidered paillettes,
vinyl coated recycled polyester, holographic tape, feathers, holographic tape, 72”h x 42”
w x 36” d, 183h x 107w x 90d cm, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist
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Exhibition view-full, Exhibition Photo Credit-Matt Seaver Photography, courtesy of the artist

I was able to view both Morton's and Collingwood's textiles
at the Clothworkers' Centre, V&A Museum. Collingwood's
book is still a great resource.
This research led me to expand my technical language to
include the structure of diagonal corduroy, a more nuanced
and flexible structure.
Not able to proceed with travel during 2020, the conversation
I was planning to have with historical textiles, archives, locations, and objects was rethought.
Conceptually, I armchair traveled to my 1970's childhood.
Visions of shale mounds, strip mines, and landfills, brightly
colored and toxically infused local waters.
Memories of summer camps, pool days, and art made from
recycled and repurposed stuff. Corduroy did have a resurgence
in the 1970s; I felt a connection here to memory and material.
Each piece in this series is a small installation.
This work evolved in a much-altered space and focused on reimagined landscapes, emotional color, and touch.
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Your weavings involve the use of materials of different nature and origins, such as phosphorescent tape, cotton, recycled
polyester and recycled plastic tape, corduroy. What is the
relationship between the material and the work? Does the
medium become the work, the message, or does it remain
exclusively a medium?
One of the materials used is an extruded tape used here in
the USA at children’s summer camps for making knotted key
chains. People have an immediate reaction to this material
from childhood and early object making. Another material is
vinyl coated recycled polyester. This yarn is so ubiquitous, from
designer handbags to outdoor furniture to camping equipment,
so there is this strange connection we have to material.
Conflicted and reassuring. Comforting and wasteful.
My goal is to bring the artists hand and contemporary sensibility
to the process of fustian cutting and weaving. I find inspiration
in repurposing and the reinvention of a variety of industrial
CONTEMPORARY TEXTURES: MICHAEL RADYK

and machine-made materials I can integrate into my work.
The ubiquitous nature of the materials I use is interesting to
me because they usually defy desire and beauty.
After I design and weave many samples, I weave and name
the final yardage for use in my sculptures.
The naming of these textiles is important for me to anchor
the concepts. Yardages like Orange Plastic Prison, Sow
Sow, Pulse or Blue States end up as the conceptual center
of the work.

heavily coated recycled polyester and wool yarns to create
four layers of cloth or quadruple cloth. The result is a sound
absorbent textile that can be stacked to unlimited height and
is hand cut, a section of the Swan Point is in the contemporary
textile collection of the Cleveland Museum of Art. I included
a new cutting of Swan Point in my current exhibition: REEMEGENCE.

A work or a project to which you are particularly attached?

I just finished setting up an installation called Land Feels and
Beachfront Properties in a repurposed gallery space that once
housed two cash machines or ATMs in the lobby of a near
empty office tower on the site of a former textile mill.
Also, a Spring 2022 solo exhibition and lots more corduroy!

I would pick my work Swan Point.
This was my first exploration of weft cut textiles. I was pushing a huge industrial Jacquard loom to its limits, using

What are you currently working on?

“Yellow Corduroy”, 2016, Mixed Media, handwoven corduroy, hand cut and manipulated textiles, recycled polyester, nylon, glass fiber,
retro-reflective tape, vinyl coated recycled polyester, recycled, and repurposed plastic tape, feathers, 32” h x 36” w x 8” d, 80h x 90w x 20d
cm, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist
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“Swan Point” and detail, 2016-2021, Collection-Cleveland Museum of Art, digitally designed Jacquard woven textile, hand cut, quadruple cloth (4 layers),
vinyl coated recycled polyester, wool, cotton, 54” h x 70” w x 5” d, 137h x 178w x 20d cm, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist
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CONTEMPORARY TEXTURES: MICHAEL RADYK

“Burst”, installation, 2021, mixed media, handwoven corduroy, hand cut and manipulated textiles, recycled, and repurposed plastic tape, phosphorescent
tape, 72”h x 42” w x 36” d, 183h x 107w x 90d cm, ph. cr. John Sterling Ruth, courtesy of the artist
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Meet a Museum
Elena Redaelli

MUSEO TEXTIL DE TERRASSA

© Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

https://cdmt.cat/

The Museo Textil de Terrassa, with its collection, is a gem for
fabrics lovers. From preserving textile culture to contemporary
art, the museum makes historical and modern related content
accessible to the general public.
First and foremost, the Museo Textil de Terrassa is an influential centre for research and conservation, offering specialized
services in the restoration, curation and documentation of textile objects, training the sector's future professionals. In addition, the museum provides bibliographic material for specific
research both with its library and online.
We asked the director Sílvia Carbonell Basté to guide us in a
written tour of the centre's history, archive, public activities,
and future developments.
Commenting on the cultural relevance of creating a museum
specialized in textile, she points out that Terrassa is located in
an area tightly linked to fabric's production, of which Catalonia
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had the most relevant industries.
A touch of history
The Vallès region has a long history of cloth production. In
1946, the wool entrepreneur Josep Biosca donated his historical
textiles private collection to the town of Terrassa. A few years
later, the body of the first group was enriched by a donation
from the Barcelona-based entrepreneur Ricard Viñas.
With this second acquisition, the collection had nearly eight
thousand fabrics from the I through the XIX century: Coptic,
Andalusian, Byzantine, Persian, Chinese, Japanese, Turkish,
Pre-Colombian, European, prints, religious items, passementerie and more. It was, by far, the most extensive collection in the
country. From that point, the assortment grew modestly through individual donations, as the textiles were organized and
MUSEO TEXTIL DE TERRASSA

First textile museum, 1946. Photographer unknown

classified. The two collections constitute the core of the Old
Terrassa Museum, Centre de Documentació i Museu Tèxtil
(CDMT).
"The first collection had about 4.000 textiles from around the
world, from China to American pre-Columbian, especially Europeans. The most evaluated, at that moment, were the fabrics from
Egypt (Coptics) and medieval silks. On display, we have more
than 100 textiles and, for example, a Coptic tunic or medieval
fragments from St. Valero, St. Bernat Calbó or Sta Liberada, from
XIIth Century" says Carbonell.
In 1970, thanks to the support of local and provincial authorities, the museum opened its doors in today's location.
The museum facility was renovated in the late 1980s to offer a
dynamic reflection on the area's industrial past. In 1995, the
centre's management body was established as a local public
consortium comprising the Barcelona Provincial Council and
the Terrassa Town Council.
The building was designed to be one of the most modern museum spaces of its day, with rooms for temporary and permanent exhibitions (clothing, textiles, religious apparel, accessories, in chronological order and by theme, type, origin and
fibre), conservation spaces, storerooms, workshop, library,
archive, machine and fibre room, and conference spaces.
The new museum, located next to Vallparadís park, allocated
temporary exhibitions on the ground floor. It displayed paintings, sculptures, photography and other pieces, and tapestries
from Escola Catalana de Tapís.
The permanent collections were exhibited in the halls on the
upper floors. In the 1970s and 1980s, the museum was the city's
cultural centre. The textile assets grew considerably over the
years, with exciting donations, acquisitions and legacies from


Detail, Sta Liberada
©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

Tunic, coptic. Egipt V-VI Century. Linen and wool
©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil
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specialized collectors like Manuel Rocamora, Antoni Suqué,
Lluís Tolosa and Carmen Tórtola Valencia. Individual contributions mainly were from family trousseaux.
At the same time, ties to the textile industry and proximity to
the Engineering schools also brought in donations of exciting
books and notes on textile history, theory and practice, steadily
expanding the museum library and archive with samples from
the country's textile industries.
Since 1990, the CDMT has organized temporary exhibitions to
bring the world of textiles to a broader audience. The dissemination work has brought to light parts of the heritage preserved
in the museum, making it possible to study and restore many
beautiful pieces. In addition, each exhibition has been a reason
for in-depth study of textile materials. Most of the events have
been promoted by the centre itself, collaborating with other Catalan museums or hosting exhibitions from elsewhere.
The Museu Tèxtil offers a set of services in preservation, ranging from the pieces' restoration to preventive conservation
and display. It also provides in-depth documentation: specific
studies, technical analyses, inventories, and consultancy.
In addition, the centre has a solid commitment to training

programmes for people working in curation, conservation and
documentation, and for students, researchers, and other professionals in textile design and production.
Sílvia Carbonell Basté commenting on the importance of sharing knowledge and preparing the future's professionals, states the value of teaching ancient techniques of dyes, materials
and designs. "This wealth of expertise can help new designers,
historians, and students create new collections, understand how
important sustainability is, and value heritage."
In fact, the museum's historical collection is often conceptually
linked to the contemporary art curatorial proposal.
According to the director, this choice is meant to "offer space
for exhibition to textile artists because they are our present and
our future. It's essential to preserve their artwork".
Until the 9th of January 2022, in the "textile process room", you
can visit the solo exhibition of the artist Mia Lauder "De fils i
porcellanes" with works inspired by the book "Passamaneria"
by Pruden Panadès. The pieces interact in a dialogue with the
tools used for the textile production.
Mia Llauder is a ceramist trained in Barcelona. In her works,
she combines delicate porcelain artefacts with fibre-based

Dress ca 1750 from Lluis Tolosa collection ©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil
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MUSEO TEXTIL DE TERRASSA

Shoes collection documentation and preservation.
©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

Textiles store room
©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

Accessories store room
©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil


elements (yarn, lace, satin ribbon, velvet tulle) and other materials, all in white and red.
Alongside the exhibitions the audience can experience physically, CDMT offers an attractive virtual section accessible from
the museum website.
Sílvia Carbonell Basté commenting on the meaning of offering
virtual exhibitions to support the museum's cultural offer, says:
"We work only with temporary exhibitions.
When we close the show, we provide a virtual tour for people
who can't visit it."
Even if it is challenging to convey the sensory aspects of the
artefacts through the digital medium, Carbonell says that using
high-resolution pictures it's an excellent way to get closer to
the pieces.
Currently accessible online is the show "Decòrum. Vestir la casa
para la ocasión", this exhibition remained visible until the 9th of
May 2021, and it's now virtually rendered. A large assortment
of furniture and textiles allows the audience to reflect on their
value for the daily settings of the Catalan home environments.
"Decòrum. Vestir la casa para la ocasión" is curated by Mónica
Piera, president of the association for furniture studies in
Barcellona, bringing together objects and furniture belonging
to more than 30 private owners and 20 museums, foundations
and other public bodies.
Virtually visiting the exhibition, the viewers can navigate
various spaces, learning different ways to inhabit the domestic
space from medieval to current times.
Furthermore, through the CDMT homepage, everyone can
access the digital archive (Imatex) with more than 31000
textile documents and 100000 photographic resources.
Sharing this wealth of knowledge aims to inspire ideas and
support the field's specialists, helping researchers and textile
passionate.
Here the audience can find and study objects and documents
from different ages and cultures: clothes, original designs, books,
home accessories and liturgical items.
Each includes one or more images, together with information
on materials, techniques and the historical aspects of the pieces.
The Museo Textil Terrassa's Director comments that providing
an online archive is essential for institutions like this to reach a
broader audience, "all kinds of people around the world".
But she also states its importance for preservation reasons.
"Textiles must be kept in storerooms, protected from dust, light,
temperature and humidity. With this kind of archive, made of
high-resolution images, we avoid unnecessary movements and
manipulations."
The museum's work is not limited to exhibit; the cultural offer
is enriched by workshops for students, people of all ages, and
specific laboratories for children.
These activities focus on textiles and fashion and combine learning with a playful element where adults and children develop
creative ideas based on teamwork, allowing adults to participate
in the children's learning process.
Saturdays in the Museum are series linked to the temporary
exhibitions: a reading, a family tour, an experiential laboratory
or a mix of all three.
Each activity lasts an hour and a half and is led by a museum
staff member or a teacher hired for special events.
The aim is to share knowledge about the medium, either from a
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Exhibition “De fils i porcellanes”, Mia Llauder (27 june 2021– 9 january 2022) ©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

theoretical point of view or through manual actions and experimentation. During temporary exhibitions, there is a choice of
guided tours, lectures and workshops on specific materials or
themes related to the history of textiles and clothes, and all of
them are free.
"We organize different activities generally related to our current
exhibition programme.
We want children, adults, or the more specialized public to interact with textile-related concepts from various points of view:
considering art, crafts, history, etc...
For example, "Museum's Secrets" is a very successful activity;
the curator shows the storerooms, explains her work and introduces the audience to a specific theme such as haute couture,
accessories, and others", says Sílvia.
As a conscious institution, aware of its relevance in developing
culture and respectful society, CDMT cares for sustainability
and environmental issues.
In 2016, the museum developed a series of activities designed
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to promote the concept of sustainable, environmentally friendly
and dignified fashion for textile workers around the world
(Ethical and Sustainable Fashion Cycle).
Programming included film screenings, lectures, discussions
with textile designers and producers, researchers and the industry communicators.
In 2017, three textile awareness workshops were held to offer
practical and straightforward tools to extend the life of the
clothes we wear.
We wonder about the future goals and visions of the centre and
how textile lovers from Span and internationally will benefit
from the Museo Textil Terrassa.
"Our museum is not only a museum. We also want to be and,
in fact, we are a centre of activities, a place to create, learn, inspire, and be aware of sustainability: a dynamic space open to
everyone.
So alongside showing beautiful costumes and textiles, we want
to further develop and stream the importance of the future.”
MUSEO TEXTIL DE TERRASSA

Exhibition “Decorum, vestir la casa para la ocasión”. July 2020 – april 2021 ©Quico Ortega, Museu Tèxtil

36MAZAL
LUXURY AND RARE CARPETS

www.36mazal.com
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Interview

Emanuela D'Amico

ARCHITECTONICS, ASSOCIATIVITY AND ABSTRACTION
IN THE WORKS OF DRAŽEN PEJKOVIĆ

Work No. 17, detail, 2020./2021. Height 205 cm. Wire, clay, gypsum, glue, thread impregnated with glue, black pigment © Dražen Pejković

Dražen Pejković (1968) lives and works in Split. He graduated in architecture from the Faculty of Architecture in Zagreb in 1994. He is involved in urban planning and architecture and works at the Department of Urban Planning of the City of Split and IGH on project management. Award-winning artist in
Urban Design competitions, he participates in group and solo exhibitions of architecture and art. In
his works, the two disciplines are mixed, resulting in sculptures that are imposing but at the same time
light, almost fragile...
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A R C H I T E C T O N I C S , A S S O C I AT I V I T Y A N D A B S T R A C T I O N

Work No. 6. 2018./2019. 180 x 180 cm.Thread impregnated with glue © Dražen Pejković

The cycle of exhibitions related to the Genesis project that
kept you busy for 7 years ended some time ago (Virus 2013.
Networks 2014. Microns 2015. Mutations 2016. Evolution
2017. Cloning 2018, Singularity 2019). How has your work
evolved and how has your thinking changed?
The idea behind the Genesis cycle was to stage seven exhibitions
(in a seven-year period) whose titles were mutually connected
by my intention to deal with the eternal theme of the Book of
Genesis. Titles of all exhibitions that form the cycle belong to
the circle of “Nobel themes”, and together they summarize most
important civilizational cognitions – from human origins till
today. As the cycle was being performed, I felt I was becoming
more mature myself; and during the final exhibition, “Singularity”, it seemed I had found a shaped and creative interval to
develop and explore in the future. I would say that the time I
had devoted to the “Book of Genesis” was a tiresome and interesting quest that led me to some creative answers I had never
expected to find. Maybe the whole the time it was all about my
new personal “Genesis” after which I would commit myself
much more to the artistic work.
You were dealing with the preparation of the next exhibition,
that will take place at museum of Kastela (Split) in February,
in one of the most difficult periods of our times. By now we



are close to the opening date. What will we see? Which and
how many works will be on display?
Yes, this has indeed been one of our toughest periods lately.
Everybody is confused and we are hoping for a happy ending of
this situation regarding the pandemic. I believe it is important
to work with an intense energy during such complicated circumstances. We should strongly resist pessimism.
And this was my mental attitude while I was preparing works
for the exhibition that is going to be staged by a reputable curator,
Mrs. Mirela Vujević Duvnjak. Twenty large format artistic works will be exhibited in a beautiful, charming environment of a
Renaissance building that is home to the Museum of the City of
Kaštela. Conceptually, three words dictate the exhibition: architectonics, associativity and abstraction – 3A. I believe each of
the three words can be felt while the works are observed; either
live or just by looking at a photo. To put it shortly, I would say
that the works I am going to present in this exhibition belong to
the “architectonically-associative abstraction”.
You are an eclectic architect, in the past you have collaborated with the Croatian carpet factory Regeneracija - Zabok
in the project SELF - PORTRAITS and with choreographer
Dink Bogdanić and musical artist Joško Koludrović for
the realization of the ballet PIXELS. You certainly are a
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Work No. 17. 2020./2021. Height 205 cm. Wire, clay, gypsum, glue, thread impregnated with glue, black pigment © Dražen Pejković
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A R C H I T E C T O N I C S , A S S O C I AT I V I T Y A N D A B S T R A C T I O N

Work No. 28. 2020./2021. 110 x 110 x 170 cm, wire, clay, gypsum, glue, thread impregnated with glue, polystyrene, black pigment.© Dražen Pejković
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Work No. 18. 2020./2021. Altezza 190 cm, wire, clay, gypsum, glue,
thread impregnated with glue, black pigment © Dražen Pejković

Work No. 1. 2018./2019. 65 x 45 x 235 cm, wire, clay, gypsum, glue, thread impregnated with glue, polystyrene, black pigment© Dražen Pejković

full-fledged artist. What sparks your interest? Is it the idea
or the challenge?

challenge? Both at the same time!

It is hard for me to answer this question without getting emotional. A crucial change in my professional life happened during my college days, more precisely during the visit to the Sistine Chapel.
From a temporal standpoint, it was a short visit; but in terms
of the content and creativity, it has been the most powerful life
experience for me.
The Book of Genesis is told on the ceiling, and The Judgement
Day on the altar wall. I can still feel the thrill of seeing that
masterpiece with my own eyes. From that moment onwards
- except for doing my personal research - I have collaborated
with many experts from many different fields. I love collaborations and the knowledge I gain from those experiences.
I am equally passionate and committed to architecture, urbanism
and art. At one point, I had to choose what to study and I chose architecture, but since the art academy was nearby, I had
many opportunities to attend their lectures as well. It all came
together! Now, to answer your question – is it the idea or the
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Can you tell us how you landed the actual choice of material
for your works? They are impressive but at the same time light
and airy, there is great research, and it is evident.
Are you satisfied with the result achieved?
Studying architecture covers all cognitions related to the notion and function of the “construction”. I use these knowledges,
and since I am familiar with the chemical and mechanical attributes of the materials I use (wire, clay, gypsum, glue, resin,
thread impregnated with glue, polystyrene), I manage to create
structures that at first sight may seem fragile, but at the same
time they are very solid and airy. I continuously explore new
possibilities, and lately I have created works that can be staged
even outdoor, without any concerns of being impaired by the
atmospheric damage. The research I have done to develop my
own “recipe” took a couple of years. Today I could say I have
achieved the final result that makes me recognized as an author,
and is at the same time compatible with my basic creative ideas.
And yes, I am very pleased with the results.
A R C H I T E C T O N I C S , A S S O C I AT I V I T Y A N D A B S T R A C T I O N

Do these sculptures have an ideal meaning? What do they
represent?
My sculptures interpret the subconscious preoccupation with
forms that have associative characteristics. They present both
nothing and everything. I often talk about it and I get a lot of
different comments, and very often these conversations evolve
into regular meetings and artistic friendships. It seems people
are attracted by the sculptural interval, and to be honest with
you, I did not expect that to happen. It is a great satisfaction
when you realize that your work is occupying the attention and
the thoughts of the observers.
I would even say that their observations, in some indeterminate way, “build” my sculptures. When you achieve this state
of relaxed creativity, at one point you feel as a creator of new
“life” forms, and perhaps that would be the right answer to this
question, or at least closest to it. I will be pleased if someone,
after reading this interview, visits my Facebook page and tries
to figure out what my sculptures may represent.
How do you reconcile being an architect and being an artist?
I am attracted by great challenges, and some of the greatest
ones a person can face are hidden in architecture and art.

It motivates me intensely, and I do not try to resist it.
Actually, I would say I always run to meet it. Lately, for my
personal pleasure, I have painted portraits and vedute, oil on
laminated paper. I am exploring. Simultaneously, I spend time
dealing with the urbanistic topics regarding my city, Split, and
with my colleagues I am finishing the project of the retirement
home in Zagreb. And then there are sculptures – they occupy
my days, and very often even the major part of the nights.
To sum up, by reconciling different fields of architecture and art,
I give my thanks for the opportunity to live the life I was given.
What are your future plans after the Kastela exhibition?
I am thinking about a new cycle called the Apocalypse. It is an
ancient Greek word that could be translated as “unveiling the
veil”. I am intrigued by the thoughts about what we might “see”
once we “unveil the veil”; that is, what is hidden under my, your,
our “veils”. One tiny animate/inanimate organism, invisible to
the eye, has changed our way of life so dramatically that we
have to ask ourselves: What is the New World going to look
like, because the Old World is disappearing right in front of
our eyes. While I am writing these sentences, I am recalling the
excitement as I am standing in the Sistine Chapel and watching
the altar wall. “Book of Genesis” and “The Judgement Day”.

Work No. 27. 2020./2021. Height 210 cm. wirethread impregnated with glue, black pigment© Dražen Pejković
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Work No. 8. 2018./2019. 80 x 80 x 80 cm, wire, clay, gypsum, glue, thread impregnated with glue, polystyrene, black pigment © Dražen Pejković
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Interview
Barbara Pavan

Translation by Elena Redaelli

LOREDANA LONGO AND THE AESTHETICS OF DESTRUCTION

Avanti e indietro, 2020. Installation and video projection on canvas trampled by the performers in the Prison. Canvas, rubber boots. What remains, Palazzo
Branciforte, Palermo. Courtesy the artist and The Art of Liberty- Photo courtesy Fausto Brigantino
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Carpet#23. Burns on oriental carpet, 283x197cm. Courtesy Francesco Pantaleone Gallery and the artist

According to Loredana Longo, being an artist means "being, at the same time, inside and outside
this world. To seek continuous ways out, without ever stopping, just to sleep and even in that
sleep something moves inside." L.L. Born in Catania, where she graduated in Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts, she lives and works in Milan. An artist and performer, she creates installations using
different techniques: video, photography, sculpture and set design. Her research is based on what she
defines as the aesthetics of destruction, provocative visions and actions in which destruction and reconstruction are the core of the artistic intervention.Her practice crosses different techniques, mediums, materials and methods. Among these, she works with oriental carpets, which are the source of the
CARPETS series. I began from this starting point to investigate her work, focusing on the languages of
Fiber Art.
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LOREDANA LONGO

carpet#15, 2016, burns on oriental carpet, cm 244x168, courtesy of the artist and Francesco Pantaleone gallery

Loredana, how did this project, which has a formal coherence but constantly evolving contents, come about, and how is
it developing?
CARPETS was born from a performance done for an artistic
residency in Tuscany: Madeinfilandia.
On the lawn of an airfield, I burned a large piece of writing,
"JUSTICE WILL BE DONE", a phrase by Obama who had just
been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (revenge does not go with
peace). After the fire, all that remained was the black writing
made of ash, and as I walked on it, I thought of a carpet.
I choose some of the western world’s famous leaders' sentences,
burning them on oriental carpets, carving them with fire.
Fire, indeed. How did you come to engrave employing combustion?
Since the discovery of fire, man has made an evolutionary leap
as a species. Intense, incisive, significant, fire is a sign of heat
and colour, but its fundamental conceptual feature is that it
permanently transforms matter - there is no return.


The fact that that object can no longer be the same as before
gives it a different power. Mistakes are not allowed; if there are
mistakes, they must be more powerful than the object itself to
stand out as the protagonist.
What is the balance between an element with such a strong
identity and an ancient history as oriental carpets and the
contemporary voice that your intervention gives them?
Oriental carpets have their own rigorous design; the different
patterns are typical of specific places and indicate where they
come from. As an artist, I use a lettering technique, customising it and adapting it to the size of the central picture.
I choose the sentences for their conceptual value and try to
respect the carpet's structure. This concerns the formal aspect,
which is not far from the conceptual one. The writings are like
newspaper headlines; they turn the support into the foundation
of a different event, they communicate something.
The sentence takes on its own independence, meaning, regardless
of who said it and the historical moment.
My intervention is a meeting place between two cultures,
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carpet#53, 2020, burns on oriental carpet, 127x 80 cm, courtesy Francesco Pantaleone Gallery

representing a tension between the beauty of the East and the
Western thought.
In some of your works, the word also becomes a formal
element beyond its meaning. What does this code mean for
the artist Loredana Longo?
I have always been passionate about lettering, the form of language. A word can contain the power of an entire tiny world.
This can be seen in advertising as well as in business signs.
I think I am hopelessly taken by the power of the written word.
Years ago, I began a series of works called 'Victory', inspired by
seeing a gesture: the hands of some Jihadists in a sign of victory
after destroying the Palmyra architectural complex.
The evocative power of the reckless violence of these men gave
me the spark to create the series.
VICTORY is a series of small marble sculptures; the inscription
rests on a base, like a classical sculpture. I hit the piece repeatedly with a hammer, making a small act of vandalism, and then I
put the pieces back together to attempt restoration.
Victory is also the word written on precious velvet fabrics' sur-
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faces. Here, I draw with an electric welder stolen scenarios from
the internet as though they were ancient tapestries narrating past
events. I draw these images with the tip of the soldering iron's
burns.
Last year you participated in the "The art of freedom" project
held in the Ucciardone prison. Can you tell me more about it?
The Art of Freedom is a project curated by Elisa Fulco and
Antonio Leone, a workshop that took place inside the Ucciardone
Prison in Palermo.
The workshop participants were inmates, police officers, museum and prison staff members, health and social workers. A
heterogeneous group of people gathered to collectively create
artwork for a museum exhibition, following my projects.
The workshop, which lasted almost a year, culminated in an
outstanding show at Palazzo Branciforte, the Fondazione Sicilia headquarter and partner in the project together with
Fondazione con il Sud.
The exhibition lasted only a few days because of the Covid
restrictions.
LOREDANA LONGO

We mainly created works on Freedom, looking for words that
could express its meaning, as for example the luminous text:
A BUTTERFLY DOES NOT CHOOSE TO FLY.
Some of the terms were printed on strips of fabric and then
sewn together to form a 40 metres large net.
We also made fabric replicas of the prison cells, fixing them to
the floor on which we walked, retracing the endless and always
identical steps of a prisoner. The boots, in which black plaster
heels were embedded, left the drawings' traces.
The cloth became the support where the performances were

screened.
What are you working on at the moment?
After the exhibition at the Centrale in Brussels in December, I
am working on my double solo exhibition with the Francesco
Pantaleone Gallery in Palermo and Milan.
These two exhibitions will be linked by a common thread: the
body will be the main element, then becoming something else,
grafting itself into something else.

Net#4, 2017, cuts and burns on velvet, cm 1000x 143, courtesy Francesco Pantaleone Gallery
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IL BUCO NELLA RETE, 2020. Words about freedom printed by hand on
strips of fabric sewn together, 3000x140cm. Quello che rimane, Palazzo
Branciforte, Palermo. Courtesy of the artist and L’Arte della Libertà.
Photo courtesy Fausto Brigantino
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LOREDANA LONGO

Portrait of Loredana Longo in her studio, photo Courtesy of the artist

PLACE NO PLACE, 2013. Persian and Chinese carpets, combustion, BAD Gallery New Business, Milano.
Courtesy Francesco Pantaleone Arte Contemporanea

Loredana Longo's works have been shown in numerous exhibitions and venues. Among them, Creative Executions, Officine Saffi, Milan; Second Life, Sahrai Flagship Store, London; La conservazione
della libertà, Fondazione Berengo, Venice; She Devil remix, Museo Pecci, Prato; Same same but different, Kunst Merano Arte, Merano; Victory, La Mattanza, Consolato Generale d'Italia a New York; Due
South, Delaware Contemporary Museum, Wilmington, USA; The Mdina Cathedral Contemporary
Art Biennale, Malta; My own war, GAM, Palermo; Un été sicilien, Chateau de Nyon, Switzerland; Secret
Gardens, Tent, Rotterdam; WUunsch und Ordnung, Ausstelungsraum Klingental, Basel, Switzerland
Visuals Aplicades; AIM, International Biennale, Marrakech, Morocco; Tina B., The Prague Contemporary Art Festival, Prague. The Prague Contemporary Art Festival, Prague, Czech Republic; Abracadabra, IIC, Madrid, Spain; Gemine Muse International, Benaki Museum, Athens; Echigo Tsumari Art
Triennal, Tokyo, Japan.
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Homo Faber: reading
Alberto Boralevi

STILE FIORENTINO
HAND-KNOTTED ‘ORIENTAL’ CARPETS MADE IN PRATO AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Photo 1: The Angelo Peyron shop in via Panzani in Florence

Angelo Peyron and the Val Bisenzio Wool Mill
Angelo Peyron (1864 - 1919) was an industrialist of Piedmont’s
and French origins, whose father Giuseppe (1836 - 1886) had
moved to Tuscany in 1865, following the royal Savoia court
when the Italian capital was transferred from Turin to Florence,
to trade "upholstery and different fabrics".
In Florence, Peyron opened a shop in via Panzani (photo 1) and
later in 1870 a branch also in Rome and, in the early 1900s, a
third one in Livorno. After the death of his father, Angelo took
over the family business which he successfully ran and expanded,
until in 1896 he decided to engage himself in the production as
well, by purchasing a small factory in Mercatale di Vernio, near
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Prato. Initially the factory, a wool mill which took the name
of “Lanificio val Bisenzio”, was meant only for restoring used
oriental carpets, employing the skilled local workers (fabbrichine). Shortly after, a new production of hand-knotted carpets
began, marketed under the “Mercatal” brand.
The Mercatal carpet
"Mercatal" carpets, were made using wool carded, spun and
dyed by the Lanificio Val Bisenzio. They were hand-knotted
like Oriental carpets - therefore said to be made in the “Smyrna
manner” by local workers, called ‘trecciaiole’ trained in straw
braiding, a typical working area of Prato industry, which entered
STILE FIORENTINO

into great crisis when the new wool mill was founded. The carpet manufacturing was very successful, obtaining the Grand
Prize at the Milan Exposition of 1906 and at the Turin International Exposition of 1911. In 1911 it received the certificate of
"Supplier of His Holiness the Pope" from the Cardinal Prefect
of the Sacred Apostolic Palaces and the licence to insert in the
Company stationery the "Coat of Arms of the Royal House" by
Queen Margherita of Savoia.
In addition, in 1908 Angelo Peyron was appointed as "Supplier
of His Imperial Majesty, the Ottoman Sultan", with an ‘iradé’
issued by the Imperial Palace of Yildiz, which the Peyron firm
had contributed to furnishing. (photo 2)
The carpets were knotted on vertical looms with symmetrical
wool knots tied on a foundation of jute or mixed wool and
jute wefts and cotton warps. Carpets of various sizes could be
obtained from each design, and the looms could have up to six
weavers working simultaneously on the same carpet (photo 3).
For weaving a square meter of carpet, it took five to ten days of
work by an expert worker.
For this reason, the Mercatal carpet was a rather expensive
product that costed 23 lire per square meter, corresponding to
more than 100 euros of nowadays.
In 1912, the company already had a catalogue of about 150 carpet patterns, mostly drawn from Oriental, Turkish, Caucasian,
Chinese and Central Asian specimens, but also French, Savonnerie and Aubusson.
This catalogue (Angelo Peyron Florence - Rome - Livorno, Rome,
1912) was conceived with the aim of informing the public

Photo 2: Decree appointing Angelo Peyron as Supplier of the
Ottoman Sultan

Photo 3: Workers of the Lanificio Val Bisenzio working on a carpet loom (from Scena Illustrata)
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Photo 4: Cover of the Angelo Peyron catalog Florence - Rome - Livorno, Rome, A. Marzi factory,
1912, pp. 89, illustrations and lithographic plates, size 33.5 x 24.5 (MdT, Biblioteca, Fondo Comune - Cariprato, n. 268). Courtesy of the Prato Museum

about the quality and the different types of products made by
the company and sold in the shops of Florence, Rome and Livorno. Printed in beautiful Art Nouveau graphics (photo 4) and
enriched by a generous set of engravings and photographs, the
catalogue was preceded by an introduction on the ‘Arte della
Lana’, to underline the historical origins of the manufacture.
‘Mercatal’ carpets, made with selected wools and worked by the
skilled hands of the women of Mercatale di Vernio, were considered among the company flagship products.
For the needs of a less wealthy clientele, the company offered
also good quality machine-made and less expensive velvety
wool carpets, produced with the Jacquard-Vincenzi loom.
Such carpets were called ‘philanthropic’ and considered more
democratic because they were suitable for all budgets.
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The ‘Stile Fiorentino’ carpets
Alongside normal production, the company created also 'unique pieces', made experimentally or by commission.
Among these, a very peculiar type called of ‘Stile Fiorentino’
(Florentine Style) deserves a special interest because it was inspired by motifs of the city's artistic tradition.
The marvellous marble inlay panels of the thirteenth-century
floors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni and of the Basilica of
San Miniato al Monte were chosen as a model.
The weaving technique was still the same of the Oriental carpets,
knotted with the Turkish, symmetric knots on a foundation
made of cotton warps and wool or mixed wool and jute wefts,
but the colours and designs were completely different introducing
STILE FIORENTINO

the fabulous medieval imagery found in the marble intarsia pavements of two historical Florentine churches.
A square panel with a central plain disk and pairs of dragons
facing a tree in the spandrels, was chosen among the many
different designs of the floor of Saint John Baptistry in
Florence and it was meticulously reproduced in dark blue
(almost black) and ivory, same colours in wool as they are in
reality in marble.
From the pavement of San Miniato al Monte, completed in
1207, was chosen another panel which depicts a heraldic eagle
with open wings in the centre, enclosed within a square and
surrounded by a series of circular discs, each containing pairs
of birds facing each other around a tree.
Here the pattern was reproduced in brick red, instead of the

original black and white of the marble.
The Museo del Tessuto in Prato, which owns a large red ground
Peyron Mercatal carpet of Turkish design, as well as a copy of
the rarest 1912 Peyron catalogue, has recently acquired a group
of documents of the wool mill including several presentation
plates of the carpets (photos 5-6) as well as hand-drawn cartoons
on graph paper to be used by the weavers as a guide for knotting
the rugs. (photos 7-8) Among them there are also details of the
two carpets in Florentine Style, that were not included in the
above-mentioned catalogue, but were probably created later,
around 1930.
Until recently we knew of only two prototypes of this special
production, preserved in the “Villa Peyron,", also known as
"Bosco di Fonte Lucente". (photos 9-10)

Photo 5: Sales table, “Florentine Style” carpet design San Miniato n. 509 Q.
Lanificio Val Bisenzio Angelo Peyron. MdT, inv, no. 19.04.TV. Courtesy of the
Prato Museum

Photo 6: Sales table, “Florentine Style” carpet design San Giovanni n. 508. Lanificio Val Bisenzio Angelo Peyron. MdT, inv, no. 19.04.TV. Courtesy of the Prato
Museum
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Photo 7: Paper setting for “Mercatal” carpet - Florentine style (central quadrant). San Miniato drawing n. 509. Lanificio Val
Bisenzio Angelo Peyron, 1933.Commission: Avvocato Cambiaso (inscription on the back). Hand watercolored technical
paper. MdT, inv, no. 19.04. MC. 01. Courtesy of the Museum of Prato

Photo 8: Paper setting for “Mercatal” carpet - Florentine style. Drawing San Giovanni n. 508, size 200 x 200 cm. Lanificio Val Bisenzio
Angelo Peyron, 1929. Made for the Leipzig Exhibition of 1929 (inscription on the back). Hand watercolored technical paperMdT, inv, no.
19.04. MC. 02, C. Courtesy of the Museum of Prato
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This Villa was purchased by Angelo Peyron in 1914, but later
inhabited mostly by the youngest of his four children, Paolo.
Paolo Peyron (1911 - 2003) didn’t have interest in the family
business, but devoted his life to restore and furnish the Villa
and the beautiful park surrounding it.
At his death, having no heirs, he left the Villa, with all its contents and the park to the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio of
Florence to transform it in a museum open to the public.
Today it is run by the Fondazione Parchi Monumentali Bardini
e Peyron and can be visited upon request.
He was also a friend and customer of my parents and I visited
the Villa when he was still alive, around 1990, because at that
time I was tutoring two art students who were carrying on research on the Peyron factory and its products.
I remember that he was very kind and when he showed me the
two ‘Florentine Style’ rugs he said that they were unique pieces,
just prototypes of a production that never started.
He was wrong because at least one other San Miniato carpet
exists. This third example is the largest known and has been
recently and surprisingly rediscovered in Turkey. (photo 11)
Differently from the example preserved in the Villa, this one
has eight rows of discs instead of six and it is therefore less
squarish but with almost the same width.
The Peyron factory continued to produce until the Second

World War, but when the Germans bombed the entrance to the
long tunnel along the Florence-Bologna railway, the wool mill
on the banks of the Bisenzio river was almost completely destroyed. In 1945 the Peyron brothers decided to rent it and few
years later they sold all their shares to new owners who continued under the Peyron brand, but producing only blankets.
In 1966 this new company went bankrupt and the factory was
split up and sold again.
The three shops had already been closed one after the other:
first in Leghorn and then in Rome, until in December 1956 also
the historical shop in via Panzani was replaced by the opening
the Standa department store, marking the definitive end of the
Peyron brand.

Acknowledgements:
Thanks to Daniela Degl’Innocenti, Curator of the Prato Textile
Museum (Museo del Tessuto di Prato) for the information and
materials related to Peyron Manufactury. And Thanks to Saverio
Lastrucci, Consulente of the Fondazione dei Parchi Monumentali
Bardini e Peyron for the help and for having granted access to
Villa Peyron in Fiesole.

Photo 10: San Miniato carpet, Peyron-Bardini Foundation, Villa
Peyron, Fiesole 284 x 230 cm

Photo 9: Baptistery carpet, Peyron-Bardini Foundation, Villa
Peyron, Fiesole 200x200 cm
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Photo 11: San Miniato carpet, Alberto and Daniele Boralevi Collection, Florence 377 x 238 cm
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Interview
Barbara Pavan

TEXTILE METAMORPHOSES BY NOEMI KISS

HOLES 2021carpet cut out, dyed for fabric 284 x 242 cm. Courtesy Noemi Kiss

http://www.noemikiss.at/
A specific focus on carpets in contemporary art must include Noemi Kiss, born in 1969
in Székelykeresztúr, Transylvania. She holds a Master's degree in Architecture from the
Technical University and a Master's degree in Philosophy from the University of Humanities, both in Vienna. These two 'souls' inform her artistic research and works, which
combine very heterogeneous materials and transform their function and meaning into
new perspectives, leading her experimentation beyond the limits of a single discipline
while favouring cross-pollinations between art, design, architecture and fashion.
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Among the many expressive mediums you use in your
projects, I was very impressed by your use of carpets. What
is the reason behind this choice? Which criteria do you apply
when selecting the carpets you will use?
I mainly work with materials surrounding us in our everyday
life: conventional building materials and banal objects, such as
worn carpets, concrete, PU foam or human hair.
Detaching objects which have virtually become invisible from
their context allows me to show them in a whole new light.
Initially, I worked with discarded carpets for the simple reason
that they were the cheapest choice of material at the time.
The material I use ranges on a scale between unobtrusive and
repulsive, the more scrapped a rug, the better. Intricately woven
or hand-knotted, rugs tell their layered stories as witnesses of
the past. The wear and tear expose their patina, which can not
be produced intentionally because such surfaces develop slowly
on their own through usage and time. It's impossible to copy them.

As a result, we are firmly convinced that these traits are not
interchangeable. A rock is hard, glass is fragile, and fabrics are
soft. My work consists of disguising materials with other properties not associated with them in the first place.
The contradiction to their appearance has the potential to confuse us,
which attracts our attention. Unconventionally combining materials of opposite origins requires a new perspective on relations. Using this method, a soft carpet, for example, transforms
into a hard, shiny and round object. There are kitchen knives
poking through concrete, oversized spikes of foam or carpets
mutating into blobs of paint, drops of water as precious stones,
objects inviting us to touch them instantly.
So the uncommon alliance is the step that transforms traditional
crafts into contemporary art pieces. The aspect of the manual
process itself, such as painting, cutting, casting in concrete or
gilding, is actually insignificant.

Fragmented, deconstructed, decontextualized — from
CRACK to 1001 NACHT to WALLPAPER: how does the rug
as an artefact full of history and stories intertwine with your
research philosophy? Which step transforms a traditionally
handcrafted artefact into contemporary art?

Your career is full of experimentation with materials and techniques. You’ve worked on and with carpets, using paint,
you have 'sculpted' them, engraved them, cut them. What
was the work in which you encountered the most significant
technical difficulties? On the other hand, which piece do you
feel can convey the most powerful emotional impact or provoke the deepest and broadest reflections?

Through our childhood experiences, we've learned to define
fixed characteristic traits for all materials we know.

There were no technical diﬃculties or those concerning crafts
while working with all the different methods.

GOLDEN SPLASH 2017, Marion Friedmann Gallery in K-Hofmuseen Gmunden/ Austria. Courtesy Noemi Kiss
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T extile metamorphoses by N oemi K iss

SPLASH 2017 220 x 250 cm. Cut carpet. Courtesy Noemi Kiss

CARPET SMEARED ON THE WALL 2021 silk carpet painted over, cut, fabric paint 187 x 127 cm
Courtesy Noemi Kiss
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Noémi Kiss, Andreas Reichl (KISSTHEREICHL) "NO MORE SPACE FOR YOU" Installation with carpets, OK Center for Contemporary Art Austria.
Courtesy Noemi Kiss

A notable problem, however, is the storage of old fabrics.
They need to be protected from their natural enemies when
they lie around for longer. Some works I created portray fabrics
eaten away by moths. The impermanence of the material signifies its 'fragility'.
Especially in this weakness lies the affective intimacy between human beings and the material, which reminds us of our
mortality. Every object created by the human hand is subjected
to uncontrollable and random influence. It transforms through
usage, wears and tear ageing and soiling. Loaded with traces,
scratches and cracks, they incorporate human gestures and
pass away.
For me, the process of ageing and the careless destruction
of textile artefacts represent a vast field of reflection.
Apart from aesthetic and philosophical questions, ecological
and sociopolitical facts belong to my artistic concept.
Creatively modified handicrafts mainly produced by women
are upvalued twice and labelled 'Recycling-Art 'to acknowledge
their often underestimated or unpaid work.
The only endeavour consists in obtaining the desired effect.
For the sake of betrayal, everything appropriate is valuable to be
presented. There's no reaction of the public without a betrayal.
The artist reveals the truth in a contradiction and presents a lie
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to the observer, an illusion.
In WATERDROP, the carpet is presented in relation to a
drop's transparency. The same connection is present in
LIQUID CARPET and in JEWEL, where the carpet fragment seems to become a drop in itself. Can you explain how
these works came about and what messages they convey?
My fascination, again, has its roots in the events of everyday
life, such as cooking. Fluids change their appearance constantly
through steady movement; beautiful structures of warm raspberry syrup drawing threads won't last because they fuse into a
new liquid mass. Only a scent remains. As a carrier, the carpet
is used to stop time for a moment. It freezes the form to render
homage to the extended moment of closeness.
Considering the water drop and the jewel, I only work with
shadows and brilliance. A hint of black and white at the edges
of the motif is entirely suﬃcient to maintain the illusion of a
drop. One can easily trick the beholder's eye; the hand must
verify what the eye promises.
What is the work/carpet dearest to your heart? What is the
work of art that most embodies your research?
T extile metamorphoses by N oemi K iss

My 'darlings' are always the newest works, at the moment is
‘111 HOLES '. Here, the wall behind the carpet bulges and
seems to float like a belly in front of the carpet.
Even though planned carefully, it's exciting to see if the
expected effect functions when installing. It's a refreshingly
sensual game: with my installations, I want to conjure up a smile
on the lips of the beholder with the message to venture crazy
things in whatever direction.
Carpets are not the only textile medium you use in your
work - from lace to the ME TOO project.
What is the conceptual value of textiles in your art?
Whether knotted or crocheted, many reject both; Textiles are
considered being feminine. That is a double-edged cliché.
The textile becomes a tangible counter-world: soft pillows and
feather beds made of rough concrete or unusual 'art' fabrics
covering walls invite us to touch them, only to disappoint our
tactile perception right away.
The much-maligned lace doily, suddenly awakened from its sleep, may discard its bonds. Utterly undeniable, it was spun with
a soft yarn, with foam, to increase its fragility; it is subjected to

an artificial ageing process with an expiry date when it turns
brownish and falls apart within a year.
The 'seams 'denote a repairing process to extend a surface employing a textile joining technique. Seams do not only connect
textiles but also close wounds.
By means of art, the textile is used as a powerful language.
Thus, I upgraded the most primitive textile form, the cleaning
cloth, which usually gets discarded, to something monumental.
A run in the tights is the poetry of the torn and broken.

Who is the artist NOEMI KISS?
The visual artist, architect, and philosopher Noémi Kiss lives and
works in Vienna. With her work, she creates the seemingly obvious and welcomes the ordinary: deficiency, the inherent defect
in the material, the mishap. The lapse is elevated and named design! By focusing clearly on the playful and brighter side of life, she
encourages us to accept our own supposed deficiency.
Thus, her works arouse a cheerfulness that finds its way into the
reflection of the beholder.

WATERDROP 2018, overpainted carpet, acrylic and textile paint. 130 x 80 cm. Courtesy Noemi Kiss
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Spotlight on
Maria Rosaria Roseo

KATRINA COOMBS
Katrina Coombs was born in St Andrew, Jamaica, where she currently
lives and works. She holds a BFA with distinction in Textiles and
Fibre Arts (2008) and a Certificate in Curatorial Studies (2009) from
Edna Manley College of the Visual and Performing Arts, Kingston.
In 2013, she completed an MA in Creative Practice from the Transart Institute.
Coombs has an instinctive passion for fibre and a keen sense for
threads and fabrics that she uses to create unique designs and
sculptural forms. Her practice deals with the role and life of women,
men and the self.
Coombs' research mainly focuses on the emotional, spiritual and
psychological understanding of the conflicts arising from contemporary society's attribution of roles to women.
As part of her personal and artistic growth path, Coombs often
creates autobiographical pieces that explore the female body meanings, representing identity in a cultural, biological, symbolic, and
natural sense.
The body is intended as a means and a space of Self-expression, a
place where spirituality, psychology and reason converge.
Her attention focuses on the conflict between women's biological
and symbolic conception and their spirituality, on the impact that
social impositions and the role stigmatisation have on them, causing
an inner fracture in which the Ego is often denied and disavowed on
“Her Constellation”, ph. cr. and copyright Katrina Coombs

“Oshuns Glory”, ph. cr. and copyright Katrina Coombs
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“Golden Flow”, ph. cr. and copyright Katrina Coombs

behalf of the Other, which, intrusive, eventually prevails.
Katrina Coombs' works have been included in numerous local and
international exhibitions. In her latest show, titled "Fiberactive
Germination", held in October 2021 at CreativSpace, a new art space in Kingston, Jamaica, she takes on the role of co-curator.
This exhibition, featuring nine female textile artists, highlights that
fibre art is a well regarded and growing practice in the Jamaican art
community.
Coombs is involved in the Jamaican and international art scene as
an artist, mentor, and independent curator through projects such
as Blaqmango Consultants. This initiative aims to engage emerging
and mid-career artists in planning projects that include residencies,
exhibitions, and tours to jump-start their professional careers.
She firmly believes that all artists should be true to their original
creative vision while pursuing their goals. She thus encourages and
guides them to discover the best ways to fulfil their dreams by providing
exciting opportunities for artistic growth.
For further information and a complete view of the artist's work,
please visit her website at
https://katrinacoombs.wordpress.com/

“Armour of The Other”, detail, ph. cr. and copyright Katrina
Coombs

“Armour of The Other”, ph. cr. and copyright Katrina Coombs
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